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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The northeim boundary of Indian sub-continent is 
marked by the presence of Himalayan mountain belt, which 
is considered as youngest and one of the highest mountain 
chains of the world. Although extensive work has been done 
on this mountain belt, but even today its evolutionary 
history is not fully understood. In this region basic 
igneous rocks, in the form of flows and shallow depth 
intrusives, represent various volcanic episodes of its 
geological history. The studies on these basic rocks are 
very helpful in understanding the physico-chemical condi-
tions of the magma chamber lying beneath the Himalayan 
range during the period of eruption. 
Over the last twenty five years or so, many worker 
have been observed a close relationship between the compo-
sition and tectonic environment of the volcanic rocks. 
The basic volcanisra has displayed itself throughout the 
geological past and is being produced by partial melting 
of the mantle. The degree of partial melting, depth of 
generation of magma and depth of fractionation usually 
control the composition of basic volcanic rocks. (Yoder 
and Tilley 1962, Kuno 1966 and Kushiro 1968). A group of 
workers believes that, the over all composition of the 
mantle has remained unchanged throughout the geological 
history. While some others (Shaw 1972, 1976, Taylor 1964, 
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;?l,ik8on 1976 and Naqvi 1976a,b) believe that the composi-
tion of upper mantla has changed throughout the geological 
age. 
In the present study, the geochemistry of basic 
intrusive rocks associated with Pauri phyllite (Mehdi et al. 
1972) of Dudatoli Oroup of Pre-Cambrian age, are taken into 
consideration. An attempt has been made to draw petrolo-
glcal and tectonic conclusions from chemical composition of 
these rocks. As Pauri phyllite and other litho units of 
Dudatoli Qroup are devoid of any lava flow, an attempt 
has also been made to investigate the possible relation-
ship of thesG intrusives with Chamoli volcanics of Garhwal 
Oroup, which occur in the vicinity across the North Almora 
Thruat. 
Basic Rocks of Himalaya 
In Himala/a, that has been divided longitudinally 
into four units i.e. outer Himalaya, Lesser Himalaya, 
Central crystalline zone and Tethyan geosynclinal zone 
(Oansser 1964), the basic volcanic rocks abundantly occur 
in the lesser Himalayan region. In the whole Himalayan 
region the basic volcanic rocks exhibit a characteristic 
distribution in space and time. 
The lesser Himalaya, where basic rocks occur all 
along its length, represents the earliest phase of volcanism 
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of lower Palaeozoic age, as In Bafliaz volcanics of Kashmir 
(Wakhaloo and Shah 1968), Mandi and associated volcanics of 
Himachal Pradesh (Qupta 1966, Patwardhan and Bhandari 1979), 
Chamoli volcanics (Mehdi et al. 1972, and Raza 1980a,b, 
1981, 1985)^ and Bhowali volcanics of Uttar Pradesh (Pande 
et el. 1963, Oansser 1964, Raina and Dungrakoti 1975 and 
et.al. 
Divakara Rao/1974). Though Panjal and Phe volcanics of 
Kashmir (Wadia 1934, Bhat and Zainuddin 1978, 1979) in the 
West and Abor Volcanics (Ohosh 1956, Gansser 1964, Bhat 
1984) in the east are localized at the two extremities of 
Himalaya , they represent the large scale volcanism of 
upper Palaeozoic age. During the Cretaceous-Eocene period 
the flysch zone of Tibetan Himalaya witnessed mafic and 
ultramafic volcanism, consisting of acid, basic and ultramafic 
composition ranging from dolerite, epidiorite, serpentinite, 
gabbro, and pyroxinite, as is evidenced by a ?.0 km broad 
zone of volcanic rocks referred as Burzil-Dras volcanics, 
cutting across the great Himalayan range in Kafhrntr, This 
volcanic sequence is considered as ophiolite forined as the 
result of collision of Indian and Asian plates(Ganscer 
1964, 1973). 
Geological setting of the Area 
The area under study lies between N iattitude 
30°5' and 30°15' and E longitude 78°45' and 78°55', 
• 4 • 
I N D 
GARWAL GROUP 4 Q ^.Milas 
IPHYLLITE AND SLATE WITH 5UBGREYWACKE 
UNDIFFERENTIATED BLAINi AND INFRA KROL 
- i - S y n c l m c • / - F a u l t ; R- River 
F I G ! SIMPLIFIED GEOLOGICAL MAP OF PAURI 
AND ADJOINING AREAS. GARHWAL HIMALAYA 
( U P . ) 
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comprising of metasedlments beionging to Dudatoli Oroup of 
lesser Himalayan range of Uttar Pradesh. The area falls in 
survey of India toposheet No, 53 J/sw, 
Pauri phyllite which is the westexn most member of 
Dudatoli aroup (Mehdi et al. 1972)» exposed around Pauri 
town have « tcKStonlc contact with the rocks of Qarhwal droup 
where North Almora Thrust lies in between thera with a NW-SE 
trend. The lenticular igneous intrusive bodies are associa> 
ted with the phyllite in the southern limb of I>idatoli 
syncline. In this part, the Himalayan terrain consists of 
a number of parallel ridges with an average elevation of 
1800 m. The whole terrain shows a highly rugged topography. 
•^ ode of occurrance of Pauri Intrusives 
Around the Pauri town only Maithana quartzite and 
Pauri phyllite of Dudatoli Oroup are exposed. All the nine 
basic Intrusions are found in Pauri phyllite. The intrusions 
VgT/ in width between 50 m to 350 ra. These rocks are 
structurally concordant with the country rock, showing 
pinching at both ends, so they appear like pinching sills. 
These intrusives are metamorphosed along with the country 
rock into greenschiat facies. 
Slocks of weathered igneous rocks lying scattered 
on the surface and their elongated out^line give out the 
position of these intusives, bKit on steep slopes occasional 
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igneous boulders arc the only indication. Topographically 
these intr\isives occur at different levels. 
Previous Work on Basic Volcanlcs of Himalaya 
Middlemlss (1888) was the first person* who studied 
the basic igneous rocks of the Himalayan region, but his 
work was confined only to microscopic description, Mehdi 
et al, (1972) and Kumar and Agarwal (1975) worked on Cha-noli 
volcanlcs while dealing with the general geology and strati-
et.al 
graphy of the area. Oansser (1964), Divakare Rao/(1974), 
Raina and Dungrakotl (1975) and Raaa (1980a,b, 1981, 1985), 
consider the basic igneous rocks of lesser Himalaya of 
Uttar Pradesh as spilltes. 
Some geoch«nical work on the basic volcanlcs of 
!^imalayan range has been carried out by aiat and Zainuddin 
(1978, 1979) Makazawa and Kapoor (1973) and Parse'k. (1976) 
on Panjal traps, Divakara Rao et al. (1981) on Zanskar and 
^umaon volcanlcs, Patwardhan and Bhandarl (1974) and Sharma 
and Qupta (1972) on Mandi volcanlcs of Himachal Pradesh. 
Raza (1980a,b, 1981, 1985) on Chamoli volcanlcs, Desai et al< 
(1976), Divakara Rao et al. (1974) and Shah and '^lerh (1976) 
on ffliowali volcanlcs, Slnha Roy and Fumes (1978) on basic 
volcanlcs of Slkkim iimalayas, and ahat (1934) on Abor 
volcanlcs of North eastern Himalayas. The basic intrusions 
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of alkaline nature have been reported from Chaur area of 
Simla region, Hlmachal Pradesh, belonging to Jutogh Forma-
tion. (Chadha and Pande 1975). 
Method of Study 
During the field work nine intrusive bodies were 
located and several samples were collected for laboratory 
examination. Nine representative samples are analysed for 
major elements SiO., TiO-, Al^Oj, P«2°3' ^®°' ^^* ^^°* 
Na20# KjO, MnO, PjOg and HjO^. Araong these sa.Tiples five 
were also analysed for selected trace elements Ni, Co, Cr, 
Cu, V, 3a# Rb and Sr. The analyses of Himalayan basaltic 
rocks, aVAilatle in litrature has also been taken into 
consideration. Emphasis is given to the Chemical comparison 
of these rocks with basic flows and associated intrusives of 
Oarhwal Group, which occur in vicinity across the North 
Almora Thrust. The work is organised in variouis Chapters 
as follows«-
(I) A suitwiary of geological and tectonic setup of Dudatoli 
Group with field characteristics of basic intrusions, 
(II) Petrographicill description of Pauri intrusives. 
(III) Major element geochemistry and its significance, 
(IV) Trace element geochemistry, 
(V) Discussion on chemical data to draw petrologi»-;al 
and tectonic conclusions, 
(VI) S\ammary and Conclusion, 
Chapter 11 
GEKERAL GEOLOGY OP THE AREA 
The eastern part of Kumaon Himalaya present a picture 
of complicated structure which has been variously Interpreted 
since the time of Mlddlemlss (1888), Auden (1937) grouped 
the phylllte around Paurl under Chandpurs. He described 
the Dudatoll crystalline as metamorphosed Chandpur Ponnatlon 
equivalent to the Jutogh Series of Simla hills and correlated 
this as a thrust sheet with that of Garhwal nappe. Later 
Helm and Gansser (1939) supported this view and referred 
to the northern and southern tectonic contacts of Dudatoll-
Almora crystalline as the North Almora Thrust and South 
Almora Thrust, 
Mehdl et al. (1972) In Paurl»Palthanl-Thallsaln section 
found that Chandpur Formation, Nagthat Formation and Dudatoli-
Almora crystalline have gradatlonal stratlgraphlc contacts 
displaying two distinct litho-facles I.e. (1) arglllaceons 
fades representing Chandpur phylllte and (11) arenaceous 
fades representing Nagthat ^^ormatlon. Both the fades are 
unfosslllferous and metamorphosed In greenscrast fades. 
Therefore they grouped them as Dudatoll Group and suggested 
the following stratlgraphlc successions 
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Dudatoli-Alroora 
crystalline 
Nagthat Formation 
Chandpur 
Formation 
Oamet mica schist with thin bands 
of flaggy quartzite and granite 
qniess. 
Flaggy quartzite with subordinate 
schist. 
Phyllite« banded Chloritic and 
biotitic and garnet bearing 
quartzite. 
Quartzite white to grey fine grained« 
current bedded with thin partings 
of phyllite/schist containing 
porphyroblast of biorite. 
Banded chloritic phyllite, light to 
greenish grey. 
Quartzite white to grey, current 
bedded, fine to medium grained with 
occasional pebbles of quartz (pinch-
ing out in northern limb of Dudatoli 
syncline)• 
Phyllite and ^reywackes associated 
lenticular quartzo-felspathic, semi 
schist, thick bands of quartzite, 
current bedded, purple and grey 
coloured. 
• 10 • 
30 15 
o ^ 
,78 A5 
FIG. 2. 
SIMPLIFIED GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE AREA 
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The Duddtoll-Almora crystalline has been considered 
as iTecambrlan in age (Auden 1937, Helm and Gansser 1939 
Valdlya 1962,^30ansser 1964, Mehdi et al. 1972) , 
Southerly dipping North Almora Thrust, which has 
variously been referred as Srinagar Thrust (Mehta 1971) and 
Srlnagar Shear (Bhargava 1972) separates the Qarhwal Qroup 
of rocks from the Dudatoli Qroup, Kumar et al. (1974) divided 
the Dudatoli Group in Pauri phyllite, Maithana quartzite, 
and Dudatoli Formation representing the argillacious Chandpur 
and shallow water Nagthat fades and suggested the following 
sequence -
Dudatoli Almora 
crystalline 
Manila Phyllite 
Maithana Quartzite 
Paurl Phyllite 
Oamet mica schist with quartzite, 
granite and augen gniesses. 
Chlorite phyllite and biotite schist, 
laminated phyllite with thin bands of 
quartaite. 
Greenish whitish and purplish quartzite, 
gritty to fine grained, current and 
graded bedded. 
Dark grey to greenish pencil slates, 
phyllites with bands of purple tu white 
subgreywacke and basic intrusions. 
Marchula Quartzlte 
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Pine to coarse grained occasionally 
conglomeratic current and graded bedded 
quartzite and associated purple/red 
shales. 
Sakindhar Formation 
The metamorphism of Dudatoli Oroup is of Barrowian 
type (Cf• Winkler 1965) represented by lower temperature 
greenschlst facies and higher temperature almandine-
araphibolite facies (Mehdi et al, 1972). 
The area under investigation is represented by Pauri 
phyllite and the quartzite of Maithana Formation. The basic 
intrusive rocks occur with in the Pauri phyllite. Topographi-
cally these intrusives occur at different levels but they 
neither seen to have Intruded horizontally nor contributed to 
surface flows. The author has recorded nine outcrops of 
basic intrusives from north and east of Pauri town. These 
outcrops vary in width between 50 m to 350 m. and are charac-
teristically folded,faulted and metamorphosed alongwith the 
country rock. 
In the present area the rocks of Dudatoli Oroup are 
devoid of any lava flow. However, the Qarhwal Oroup of 
rocks which occur in the vicinity across the North Almora 
Thrust are characterized by the presence of extensive basaltic 
flows and associated Intrusions comprising Charaoli volcanics 
(Raza 1930a,b, 1981, 1935). 
Chapter III 
PETROORAPHY 
Paurl intrusives, occuring in form of pinching sills 
are black to greenish grey in colour, fine to meditira grained 
and show spheroidal weathering at places. Generally their 
central part is massive and margins are foliated. Thick-
ness of these intrusives vary from few meters to 300 m. 
These intrusive bodies were subsequently metamorphosed 
during the regional metamorphism but unaltered rocks are 
also present. 
Under microscope these rocks are holocryatalline 
showing porphyritic and non-porphyritic textures. 
Mineralogically they consists of Plagioclase, Pyroxenes, 
Chlorite, Epidote, Opagues, Quartz, Calcite and Biotite, 
Nephelene is often found in some of the thin sections. 
Plagioclase are lath shaped, often bent showing 
albitic composition, Andesine and labradorite verifety 
is also found. They show inclusions of chlorite and calcite. 
The bent laths of plagioclase show transverse cracks and 
undulose extinction. 
Pyroxenes are generally represented by augite and 
aegirine-augite. They are often fresh and occasionally 
subhedral crystals, displaying it as phenocryst as well as 
groundmass. Some times it exhibit ophitic to subophitic 
Plate 1 
a. Mlcrophotograph showing ophitic texturs 
crossed nlcols (X 5) 
b« Microphotogriq^h showing twinned Auglte 
Crystal Crossed nlcols (X 5) 
PLATE I 
; ? • * 
a 
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texture in relation to pl^gioclase, (Plate la) Titaniferaxs 
augite also occnir and it is due to high content of TiOj in 
the magma. (Sundius 1930)• In sane of the rocks it has 
been altered into epidote and scxnetimes in actinolite. 
Twinning has also been observed (Plate lb). 
Nepheline forms the predominant variety of 
Feldspathoids. It rarely forms phenocrysts (Plate 2a), 
It occurs as sub-hedral crystals with an imperfect cleavage. 
Basal Sections are dark between crossed nicols. 
In some of the rock samples chlorite may be seen 
replacing augite. Generally chlorite are of two types, 
first are those that may be seen replacing various minerals 
e 
and another verity are those in which atiSite crystals may be 
seen projecting into masses of chlorite with no tracts of 
corrosion or alteration of augite. 
Epidote is also common and occur as medium size 
crystals and irregular patches. It is an altered product 
replacing primary minerals. 
Calcite is present in vaxrying amount. Small grains 
are being filled up in interstitial openings. 
Secondary quartz grains are also present in veins 
and small cavities. Opaques are very common in these 
PLATE 2 
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rocks. They occur as anhedral, subhedral crystals. Irregular 
masses and fine dust, dessiralnated through out the rocks. 
In some of the samples 10 to 15% ci q^ues may be seen. They 
may also be seen as filling anhedralpseudomorphs of pre-
existing minerals. Leucoxene is very common formed by 
alteration of ilmenite. 
Pseududior h stiructures consisting of cr -, a- <^  
aggregates, chlorite and quartz crystals possibly suggest 
an earlier presence of olivine. 
Chapter IV 
•MAJOR ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY 
During field study samples frcKn intrusive bodies 
were collected for petrological and geochemlcal studies. 
Nine representative samples were selected out of a large 
number of samples and analysed for major, minor and trace 
elements. The major element analyses and noxrmatlve compo-
sitions are presented in Tables 1 and 2, Chemical compari-
son, with other basic roclca of Himalaya, is given in Table 6. 
In the present chapter, the major element ccxnpositions are 
taken into consideration to draw petrological and tectonic 
conclusions. 
Method of Sampling and Sample Preparation! 
After preliminary survey of the area understudy, 
several traverses were taken to collect the rock samples 
for laboratory studies, A large number of representative 
rock samples of about 1 kg were collected by random sampling. 
After thin section study, least altered samples w^re selected 
for chemical analyses. The samples were broken into small 
pieces with hammer and powdered in stainless steel per-
cussion morter. Finally they were ground in autometic 
grinder to 230 mesh from which a small quantity was taken 
for the chemical analysis by coning and quartering procedure. 
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Analytical Techniquesi 
Major, minor and trace elements were analysed 
according to modified procedure of Shapiro and Brannock 
(1962). 
SiOj was determined by molybdenum blue method. 
Al^O- was determined by calcium-aluminixira alizarin red-s 
complex method. ©^2*^ 3 ^ ®® determined on the orange colour 
developed with orthophenanthroline. TiO^ was determined 
on a yellow colour produced with Tiron. All the above 
mentioned oxides were determined at different wave lengths 
on a u-v spectrophotometer, PeO was determined by titration. 
NajO, KjO, MgO, CaO and MnO were determined by atomic 
absorption spectrophotometer. Loss on ignition of the 
sample was determined by heating the samples powder in a 
glass tube at 800°C. All the available data was standardized 
against U.S.O.S. standard BCR-1/2K3I (East Oerman) standard 
BM. 
To achieve duplicability and comparability of the 
analyses double runs were made taking duplicate sainple 
solution from the same specimen. Rock standards were also 
analysed to check the probable error. 
Major Element Distribution! 
The chemical analysis were made on nine samples of 
basic igneous intrusive rocks of Pauri Formation. Major 
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oxides alongwlth the oxide ratio and CIPW norms are given 
in table 1 and 2 respectively. 
Silica* which plays an important role in the deter-
mination of several rock types, ranges from 44,34 to 50.38 
per cent with an average value of 47,68 per cent. The ^ij^S 
concentration, ranges from 11,33 to 15,66 per cent and 
averaging at 13,40 per cent. The total Iron content shows 
a range of variation from 10,20'>6 to 12,14% averaging at 
11,28 per cent* 
The NajO content varies from 2,2% to 4,10% with an 
average of 3,3 per cent, K-O have a higher concentration 
varying from 1,80 to 4,09 per cent with an average of 2.38 
per cent, MgO and CaO values vary from 5,23% to 8.13% and 
6,53% to 9,35% with an average value of 6,56% and 7,74% 
respectively, TiOg which provides the greatest discrimina-
tion power amongst the major oxides of the basaltic rocks 
(Chayes 1964) appears to have a variation from 3,45% to 
4,81 per cent averaging at 4,17 per cent. The P^O- content 
ranges from 0,51% to 0,88 per cent averaging at 0,66 per cent, 
* * 
Oxide ratios like FeO/MgO (PeO • PeO ••• PejO, x 0.9), 
SiOj/MgO and PejOj/PeO are sensitive indicators of degree of 
magmatic differentiation and indicate to a certain extent 
the physico-chemical conditions prevalent at the time of 
formation of a given rock (C3oldschraidt 1954) • 
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Low Fe.O./PeO ratio (averaging at 0.48) o£ these 
intruslves Is due to relatively high PeO content which 
indicate a least oxidising condition* T!his also suggests 
a less water content than the normal amount in the parent 
magma at the time of Pauri intrusions (Ooldschmidt 1954, 
Kuno« 1968)• A low SiO^/MgO ratio averaging at 6.29 is 
due to relatively high Mg content and slightly low silica 
conteoit in these rocks and may have been controlled by a 
high level of source magma frc«n which these rocks have been 
evolved, PeO A^gO ratio (averaging at 1.75) is probably 
due to high amount of ferric oxide and a low amount of 
magn isiiim indicating that the rocks were formed due to the 
fractionation of primary magma (Miyashiro, 1978). 
Normatively the rocks show all gradations from 
Quartz normative tholeiite to alkali olivine basalt* Quarts 
is almost absent or have a negligible normative value 
(Table 2), therefore probably indicating an undersaturated 
nature of the rocks. 
Differentiation Index (Normative Q + Or + Ab + Ne + Leu 
vaXues« as suggested by Thronton and Tutle (1960) when 
plotted against silica contents* indicate an undersaturated 
nature of these basic intrusivesi^ig. 4)• 
The average rock composition is ccwipared (Table 6) 
with average Chamoli volcanics (Raza« 1981), average Bhowali 
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IGNEOUS SPECTRUM 
•. ' . , , 'Spi l i t ic f ie ld 
(A f te r Hughes 1972) 
20 40 60 80 
K 2 0 ' ' 1 0 0 / K 2 0 + Na20 
F I G . 3 ( a ) - N a a O + KaO VERSUS K 2 0 x 1 0 0 / NajO + K2O VARIATION 
DIAGRAM (HUGHES 1972) FOR PAURI INTRUSIVES 
C a 0 7o 
F I G . 3 { b ) - N a 2 0 VERSUS Cao DIAGR AM (VALL ANCE 1974) 
FOR PAURI INTRUSIVES 
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volcanics (Dlvakara Rao et al, 1974)• average Mandl volcanlcs 
(Patwardhan and Bhandrl, 1974), average Panjal traps (ahat , 
1979) average basic volcanlcs of SlkHim Himalayas (slnha Roy 
and Fumes, 1978) and average Abor volcanics (9hat , 1984), 
Average chemical canposition is also compared with those of 
various basic rocks from different parts of the world such as 
Karanpura dykes (Raza and Akhunji, 1981) Deccan traps 
(Washington, 1922), average alkali basalts (Nockolds, 1954) 
and average oceanic tholeiite (Manson, 1967)• 
The chemical characteristics of -auri Intrusives by 
above comparison gives a clue that the rock could be charac-
teristically alkali basalt in composition. Less Na-O content, 
normal CaO content, and less than the normal water content 
(Fig. 3a/b) 
does not favour splitization, / However, careful use of the 
chemical data could lead to a diffinitive answer on the 
original magma type. 
Magma Type 
To distinguish the magma type of basaltic rocks total 
alkali versus silica diagram has been widely used, (Kuno 
1959, riacDonald and Katasura 1964, Mac Donald, 1968), The 
analyses of Pauri Intrusives, are plotted in this diagram 
in figure 5, This is evident from the diagram that all the 
analyses of ^auri intrusives occupy a place above the 
demarcating line, reflecting their alkaline nature. 
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For cnany years, APM diagrsm (A » Na^O + K^O, P • total 
iron as PeO and M • MgO) usually in weight per cent have 
been widely usPd in the studies of igneous petrotjenesis to 
assist in characterizing tholeiitic and alkalic basalts and 
calc-alkaline suites and their variation trends (e.g.Nockolds 
and Allen, 1953, Coombs and Wilkinson, 1969), The plots of 
Pauri intrusives in APM diagram with a demarcating line 
(Irvine and Bra^ar 1971) are shown in Pig.6, The nature of 
these Intrusives in respect to alkali, iron and magnesium 
content may be seen lying in the field of calc-alkaline 
basalts. 
•Hie alkali basalt nature of these rocks as indicated 
by alkali-silica and AFM diagram needs further confirmation, 
particularly by the methods based on relatively less mobile 
or inmobile elements. 
Numerous studies decument the mobility of many elements 
during alteration processes and low grade metamorphism. In 
this regard the alkalis are of prime importance, because in 
basaltic rocks they may be enriched in the post igneous period. 
In these rocks the abnormally high concentrations of potassium 
may be suspected as the result of post igneous processes. So 
this is true the alkali-silica, and APM diagrams can not be 
considered reliable because the high K^O content may shift 
1 0 
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the points from tholelitic field to alkaline field, There-
forejkeeping this in mind other diagrams based on relatively 
less mobile elements are used. 
TlOj and ^2^5 ^^'^^ generally been considered as 
relatively Immobile elements (Smith 1968, Ridley et al. 
1974, Ployd and Winchester 1975, Smith and Smith 1976). 
The usefulness of a TiOj - ^J^K Plot has been described by 
Ridley et al. (1974) in differentiating the basalts of 
various associations. Paurl Intrusives when plotted in this 
diagram (Fig. 7), clearly indicates their alkaline nature. 
Therefore, the alkaline nature of these rocks as suggested 
by alkali-silica and APM diagrams may be considered as 
original composition. It also appears that the high K-O 
content of these rocks probably has not been resulted by 
post igneous processes. 
Chayes (1966) has distinguished the alkaline and 
sub-alkaline basalts on the basis of negative (alkaline) 
and positive (sub-alkaline) value of the discriminant 
function 
* 
D - 32.26 where, 
D » (Xi + 1.119 Xj) - (0.006 Xi^ + 0.014X1 XJ + 0.011 Xj^) 
XI m Norm hyp, 
Xj « Norm 01. 
and hyp. + 01 + diop » 100 
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Calculated value for Paurl intmisives averages at - 3.86. 
Therefore^ Indicates alkaline nature of these intiruslves. 
Using major element composition data from a large 
number of igneous provinces, Le Maitre (1968) classified 
basalts as alkaline or sub-alkaline depending on the follow-
ing discriminant function -
Z « 0.0117 SiOj + 0.698 TiOj + 0.418 NajO + 0.569 K^O 
Z > 2.38 for alkalic province 
z < 2.38 for sub-alkalic province. 
The Z value for Pauri intrusives ranges between 5.88 and 
7,18 with an average of 6.22. Thus using Le Maitre*s 
criterion Pauri intrusives can be considered to represent 
a typical alkaline series of rocks. 
Another impor-tant method, used to distinguish 
between the tholeiitic and alkalic rock series, is 0 index 
(Sagimura 1968), The 6 index is calculated from the 
following formula. 
Na,0 + K,0 
e » sio« - 47 -- ^ 
'2 AljOg 
where, SiOj is in wt per cent and Na-O, K-O and Al-O^ are 
in molecular proportions. 
Calculations of © index have been utilized by 
Condie et al. (1969), Naqvi and Husain (1973) and Naqvi et al, 
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(1974a# and b) to estimate the depth of magma genesis and 
crustal thickness at the time of magma emplacement. 
The value for the alHallc type is lower (about 30 or 
less) than that of tholeiitic magma (about 36 or more). 
Typically basalts having 9 value less than their respective 
calculated value, occur in an oceanic crustwhile high 
value, suggest their depthsof emplacement more similar to 
con-':inentai crust* The © value of Pauri intrusives varies 
from 13,12 to 29,90 with an average of 19,22, indicating 
their alkaline nature. 
The distribution of magma is consi3ered to be related 
to tectonic stresses in the crust and mantle. For example, 
tholeiitic basalts predominantly occur in environments of 
extensional stresses such as oceanic ridges, marginal sea 
basins and continental rifts. The environment of compressive 
stresses such as subduction zones are characterized by the 
calc-alkaline series. Slmodal volcanism involving tholeiites 
or the alkali series are the characteristic feature of con-
tinental rifts. In the regions of minor compresslonal and 
extensional stresses such as ocean basins and continentpl 
cratons alkalic or tholeiitic basalts may dominate. 
There have been several successful attenpts in relat-
ing the chemical composition of basic volcanism to the nature 
and environment and volcanism (Engel et al, 1965, Jakes and 
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Whites 1972, Pearce et al. 1977) and these relations have 
been widely used to recognise the nature and evolution of 
earth crust in different geological periods (Shaw 1972, 
Naqvl and Hussain 1973, Naqvl et al. 1974a, b and Rogers et al, 
1974). On the basis of geochemical-tectonic relationship 
the basic rocks of different tectonic environment can be 
distinguished. 
In this regard various diagrams based on iJaJor, minor, 
and trace elements have been proposed and widely used o 
discriminate the basic rocks of different tectonic environ-
ments (Mac Donald and Katasura 1964, Pearce 1975, Pearce 
et al, 1977^ Whitehead and Qoodfellow 1978, Muller 1980 
and ^^ ullen 1933) . In the present study an attempt has been 
made to interpret the tectonic environment in which the 
Pauri intrusives were emplaced. To draw meaningful inter-
pretation, the elemental compositions are plotted in various 
discrimination diagrams which are described as follows. 
The TiOj - KjO - ^2^5 ^^^iation diagram was proposed 
by Pearce (1975) to discriminate between magma types occur-
ing in oceanic and non-oceanic environments. This diagram. 
has widely been used and some times it has been proved 
more useful than other diagrams based on immobile trace 
elements (Zeck and Morthorst 1982). To see the. magma 
type in terms of tectonic environment the constituents of 
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Paurl Intruslves are plotted in TiOg / Pj^s "diagram (Flg,8), 
The plots of Pauri intruslves above the discrimination line 
jni' -'-^ ting their Transitional environment. 
The oceanic basalt may occur in different part of 
oceanic plates for example, mid oceanic ridges. Oceanic 
islands and marginal sea basins. The oceanic ridge basalts 
are characterized by dominant occurrance of tholeiites with 
low K content. The ocean islands may contain low K-
tholeiites and calc-alkaline basalts. However, the -narginal 
sea basin may characterized by the tholeiites and alkali 
series. 
To classify more precisely, the constituents of Paurl 
intruslves are plotted in other diagrams which can give an 
idea about the tectonic environment in which they were 
emplaced, 
TiO, - SiO, plot (Mac Donald and Katasura 1964, 
Whitehead and Ooodfellow 1978) provides a clue to distinguish 
the basalts of differing tectonic environments. This plot 
discriminates the Paurl intruslves as ocean island alkali 
basalts as most of the plots may be seen lying in the field 
of ocean island alkali basalt (Pig,9), 
* , 
Another method based on PeO /MgO ratio and TiO, in 
weight per cent, was proposed by Huller (1980). In this 
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diagram (Pig.lO) the Pauri Intruslves show an ocean island 
affinity, as all the plots occupy the a corresponding field. 
The method proposed by Pearce et al. (1977) based 
on PeO -HgO - Alj^ S^ ^ «^ «^'n/" diagram also provides a clue to 
decipher and delineate the basalts of various environments, 
namely ocean island basalt, ocean ridge and floor basalt, 
orogenic basalt, spreading centre island and continental 
basalts, vmen data of Pauri intrusives are plotted in the 
above described diagram, it mostly occupy the field of 
oceanic island (Fig, 11). 
Recently Mullen (1983) has proposed a ternary diagram 
based on HnO, Ti02 «"^ ^ 2^5 concentration (all in weight 
per cent) to discriminate the basaltic rocks of different 
oceanic environments. This diagram is useful to identify 
five types of ocean basaltic rocks i.e. : mid oceanic ridge 
basalts, island arc tholeiites, island arc calc-alkaline 
basalts, ocean island tholeiites and ocean island alkali 
basalts. To elucidate the tectonic environment of Pauri 
intrusives >«nO, TiO-* and "P^^s ^°^^^^^^ ®''® plotted in this 
diagram (Pig, 12). The diagram evidently demonstrate an 
ocean island alkali basalt affinity for these intrusives and 
therefore supports the same interpretation drawn from other 
plots discussed in preceding paragraphs. 
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3eochemical Ccnparison with Chamoll Volcanics 
AS discussed in previous chapter, Chamoll volcanics 
of 3arhwal Qroup are the only occurrence of basic flows and 
associated tntruslves occurring nearest to the Paurl intru-
sives. The only difference is the presence of North Alrnora 
Thrust between Paurl phyllite and Oarhwal Group of rocks. 
To see the relationship of these two, if any, the chafnical 
characters of Paurl intruslves are compared with those of 
Chamoll volcanics (Tables 6 and 7), 
It is evident from the Tables 6 and 7 that the 
diff rences among the major oxides are significant, Paurl 
intruslves are characterized by relatively high concentra-
tion of TiOg, K-O and P^^S ®"'^  relatively low content of 
NajO, MgO and SIO^, On the other hand Chamoll volcanics are 
high in Na^O, HjO and low in CaO contents which confirm 
their spilitic nature, NajO content of Paurl intruslves 
(3,3%) is not sufficiently high to call them spilltes. Accord-
ing to Flala (1966) spilitic rocks are characterized by a 
mlni-num 4 per cent Na,^ content. However^ the high K-O con-
tent (2,38) Is a distinct characteristics. 
Another distinct character of Pauri intiruslves Is their 
high TlOj concentration, in comparison to that of Chamoll 
volcanics. According to Vfiyashiro (1975) Fe and Ti are con-
centrated in magnetite which crystallises frequently under 
high oxygen fugacity in the early stage of differentiation. 
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However? under low oxygen £ugaeity the crystallisation of 
magnetite is delayed and magma beccsaes enriched in TiO^* 
Henceforthjthe relatively high content of TiOj in these 
intrusives, if Miyashirt>»a observation is correct, might 
have been due to their crystallisation under low oxygwn 
fugacity in the early stage of crystallisation whereas 
Chamoli volcanics if derived from the same source may be 
due to the result of crystallisation under comparatively 
high oxygen fugacity. Chayea (1964) has pointed out that 
differences in TiO^ content strongly suggest primary differ-
ences in condition of magma genesis. The difference in 
TiOj cHmld be attributed to similar machenism and/or 
differences in depth at which partial melting occured (MaC 
Gregor 19$5» 1969) with melts generated at high pressure 
containing a greater abundances of TiO^ than melts generated 
at lower pressure* 
On the basis of esqperimental study Mac Qregor (1969) 
pointed out, that partial melting with an increasing 
pressure causes an increase in Ti02 and decrease in MgO 
content of liquid phase with a relatively constant SiO.. 
Similarly increasing pressure of partial melting probably 
favours the partition of K2O in liquid phase (Dickinson 
and Hatherton 1967)• The distinct TlOj content of these 
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intruslves and C3ianoli voXcanlcs may have been caused by 
two posslbilitie» - first these two groups of rocks evolved 
from a single source in which magma was generated at 
initially shallow depth for Charaoli volcanics with relatively 
large amount of partial melting and then progressed through 
time to deeper levels for Pauri intrusives with the amount 
of partial melting decreasing. Second possibility may be 
their generation frc»n two separate magma sources. 
Chapter V 
TRACE ELEMENT OEOCHEMISTRY 
Trace elements, having several distinct advantages 
over the major elements, provide powerful tools for modell-
ing igneous fractionation, (Taylor 1965, Gast 1968, Haskin 
et al. 1970, Hubbard et al. 1971 and Wlell et al. 1974). 
Trace elements are partitioned more strongly than major 
elements making them more sensitive indicator of both 
degree and mechanism of differentiation. Trace element 
concentration of volcanic rocks generally depends on three 
factors, viz, (i) concentration of that element in the 
source of liquid (ii) the extent of fractionation that 
takes place during the melting and (iii) crystallization 
of liquid (Oast 1968). 
The trace elements (Ni, Co, Cr, Cu, Rb, Sr, 3e and 
Oa) content of five samples of Pauri Intrusives were deter-
mined by atomic absorption spectrophotometer from the 
solution prepared by dissolving 0,5 gm of powdered sample 
in 15 ml HNO^ and 25 ml of HP and making it to 50 ml. All 
the data were standardized against USQS standard BCR-1 and 
ZGI standard BM. 
The data are presented in the table 4 and the distri-
bution and behaviour of different trace ele-nents are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs. 
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TRACE ELEMENT DISTRISUTIOM 
In the basic volcanic rocks Cu generally occurs as 
sulphides (Rankama and Sahama 1950), The average value of 
copper in basaltic x:x>cks are 100 ppm (Vinogradov 1962), 
88 ppm (Wedepohl 1962) and 87 pi>ra (Turekian and Wedepohl 
1961)• In Pauri intrusives Cu content ranges from 5 ppm 
to 30 ppm with an average of 14 ppm. It is generally 
believe that copper content Increases in non-sulphide 
minerals with advancing fractionation (Wager and Mitchell 
1951, Tiller 1959 and McOougall and Lovering 1963). 
Nickel is believed to be very sensitive to fractional 
crystallization in the early stage of differentiation. The 
average values of Ni in basaltic rocks are 160 ppm (Vinogradov 
1962) 130 ppm (Turekian and Wedepohl 1961) and 160 ppm 
(Ooldschmldt 1954)• The average Ni content in Pauri intru-
sive is 11 ppm, ranging from 8 ppm to 18 ppm. It has been 
observed (vogt 1923) that when olitrine and orthopyroxenes 
of the same rocks are ccxnpared, the olivines are always 
richer in Ni than the orthopyroxenes. In the early stage 
of differentiation Ni quickly enters into the early formed 
is 
crystals and upto middle stage it/almost completely removed 
from the melt. Gksnerally Ni enters into ferromagnesian 
silicates and opaques in the early stages of differentiation 
and show lower abundances in the late stage basalts. 
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Cr has also been considered to be a sensitive element 
in differentiation of basaltic rocks. The average abundance 
of Cr in the basic rocks are 172 ppm (Tureklan and Carr 1963) 
200 ppm (Vinogradov 1962) and 100 to 400 ppm (Ooldschnidt 
from 
1954)• In Pauri intrusivea chranlum content ranges/10 ppm 
to 62 ppm and averaging at 32 ppm. 
Tureklan (1963) observed that Cr/iJl ratio is not much 
affected by fractional crytallizatlon indicating that the 
ratio is probably derived from the mantle rather than 
generated by processes in the crust. In Pauri intrusives 
CrAl ratio shows a wide variation with an average of 2,91, 
These values are consistent with the observation of Ohosh 
and Troflraov (1970) who found a higher CrA^i ratio in 
younger Palaeozoics of Indian sub-continent, Co like Ni 
and Cr are preferentially to the octahedral co-ordination 
sites (Bums and Fyee 1964), Co enters the same mineral 
as Ml but comparatively at lesser .-^moxint (Wager and Mitchell 
1951, Bums and Pyee 1964), The average Co content in basic 
rocks is 48 ppm (Tureklan and Wedepohl 1961), In Pauri 
intrusives it ranges from 12 ppm to 22 ppm and averaging at 
17 ppm. 
In basic rocks Sr is believed to be present In Ca rich 
minerals such as plaglcclase# cllnopyroxenes, ; patlte and in 
high temperature K-beerlng mlraerals such as feldspars and 
feldspatholds, Nockolds and Allen (1953) on the oasis of 
ionic radii of Sr and Ca suggested that Sr present for the 
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most part in plagioclaae smong the Ca bearing minerals. 
However;, Prinz (1967) suggested that Sr in plagloclase does 
not show any direct corelatlon with Ca, Furthermore;,the 
relatively low values of Sr in highly calcic and sodic 
pl<> gioclase may be related on availability of Sr.Tureklan 
and Kulp (1956) is of opinion that Sr which is largely 
camouflaged in plagioclaae has a tendency to increase In 
more sodic feldspars, 
Sr content in Pauri intrusivea shows an average 
value of 740 ppm. Reported estimates of Sr in basic rocks 
are 440 ppm (Vinogradov 1962) 465 ppm (Turekian and Wedepohl 
1961) and 461 ppm (Oast I960), When the Sr content of Pauri 
intriisives is compared with those of basalt from different 
tectonic environment (Condie et al, 1969), the Sr content 
of these rocks (740 ppm) appears to be similar to Alkali 
basalts (761 ppm). 
In basic rocks Rb appears to be present in detectable 
amount only in feldspar and feldspathoids (Prinz 1967). 
However^ the presence of Rb in latest pyroxenes (Wager and 
Mitchell 1951) analcite and orthoclase (Wlkinson 1959) is 
also observed. It substitute K-feldspars to plagloclase. 
The reported estimate of Rb in basaltic rocks are 29 ppm 
(3ast 1960) 20 ppm (Turekian and Wedepohl 1961) and 45 pom 
(Vinogradov 1962), In Pauri intrusives the average Rb value 
is 18 ppm with a range of 12 ppm to 26 pom. 
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When Rb content of these intrualves were plotted 
V 
(Pig. 14b) against K values a strong corelation appears in 
forin of a linear curve. Variation in K and Rb have become 
a particular interest in interpretation of magma evolution. 
t^any workers notaiily Oast (1960, 1965), Leasing et al. (1953) 
Engel et al. (1965) Hart and Aldrich (1966) Zlobin and 
Lebedev (1960) Taylor snd Heier (I960) and ariffin and 
Murthy (1969) have been used this relationship to interpret 
the genesis of igneous rock. When K/Rb ratio are plotted 
against K (Pig. 13a) the Pauri intrusive show a steep 
decrease of this ratio with increasing K. There have been 
a diversity of opinion that either K/Rb ratio remains 
constant or decreasing with the magma differentiation. 
(Nockolds and Allen 1953, 1954, 1956> Lessing et el. 1963 
and Bence 1966) . KAb ratio of these intrusives when 
compared to the basic rocks of different tectonic environ-
ments (Condie et al. 1969) it appears very high (1029) in 
conparison to alkali basalts (229). Griffin and ^rthy 
(1969) on the basis of experimental studies explained that 
in some conditions, melting of an olivine an'^ two pyroxene 
assemblage will produce a liquid with K/Rb ratio greater 
than that of original solid. 
The average vanadium content reported in basic rocks 
are 200 ppm (Vinogradov 1962) and 250 ppm (Turekian and 
V'edepohl (1961) . Alkali basalts have less vanadium content 
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than tholeiites, (Prlna 1967) • The average vandalxim content 
In Pauri Intruslves is 58 ppm. V Is generally believed to 
•(•3 be camouflaged by Pe during fractionation of a silicate 
magma (Wager and Mitchell 1951). The positive' 
between V and Ti in these rocks is possibly due to the 
occurrance of these two elements in similar phase. Ti is 
an element which occur in ilmenomagnetite or in titaniferous 
pyroxenes. V on the other hand enters into magnetite, 
py i-i and in small amount pl«c|ioclase (Prina 1967). 
However most abundant occurrences of V are found in *.agne-
tites and pyroxenes of the middle fractionation stage (Wager 
and Mitchell 1951, Wilkinson 1959). 
Qallium is generally found in plagioclase, magnetite, 
biotite, and in minor quantities in pyroxenes and amphiboles. 
(Prinz 1967). The average values of Oa in basaltic rocks 
has been reported as 18 ppm (Vinogradov 1962) 17 ppm 
(Turekian and Wedepohl 1961) and 20 ppm (Prinz 1967), The 
average Oa content of Pauri intrusives is 18 ppm. 
Conparison with Chamoli Volcanics 
The elements of Pauri intrusives when compared with 
Chamoli volcanics, no considerable differences exist between 
two group of rocks. Ni, Cr and Co which have petrogenetic 
significance do not show distinct variations. V in Pauri 
intrusives, shows a positive e r e : i-Un with Ti indicating 
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the existence of these two elements In same mineral phase. 
However, insplte of high Ti content of Paurl intrusives, 
the lesser V content is unusual and might have been due to 
originallyr lower content in the source of liquid. Cu in 
Pauri intrusives averages at 14 ppm, while in Chamoli 
volcanics the average value is 398 ppm. The other difference 
between the two groups occurs in their Sr content. In 
Chamoli basics Sr content (331 pfxn) is very much lower 
than that of Pauri intrusives(740 ppra)• In fig, 15 Sr 
content of Chamoli volcanics and Pauri intrusives are 
plotted against Sr/Ca showing a clear distinction between 
the two, which may be a result of two possible processes. 
First T^ auri intrusives are developed by an early fractiona-
tion of parent magma, a process controlled by the separation 
of mafic minerals and plagioclase, probably characterized 
by a partition coefficient Sr liquid/Sr crystal > 1. Sr 
being either rejected by mafic minerals or only admitted 
in the plagioclase would have been enriched in the liouid 
portion from which Pauri Intrusives crystallized. Secondly, 
Pauri Intrusives have been derived from a source other than 
that of Chamoli volcanics. The second possibility looks, 
reasonable, because Pauri intrusives show a trend lying 
away from the trend of Chamoli volcanics. The contrasting 
Ti02, KjO, ^2^5 *® discussed in earlier chapter, also 
support the interpretation that Pauri intrusives are 
genetically unrelated with that of Chamoli volcanics. 
Chapter VI 
DISCUSSION 
The chemical characteristics of Pauri intruslves 
suggest their alkaline nature closely similar to ocean 
island alkali basalts. The characteristic features of these 
rocks are their high TiO-^ K-O and upto sc«ne extant P^ e^ 
concentrations. In basic rocks TiO, concentration is 
believed to be controlled by concentration of water in 
source rocks« depth of generation and oxygen fugacity during 
crystallization (Mac Qragor 1965, Chazen and Vogel 1974 and 
Miyashiro 1975)• The differences in TiOg could be attributed 
to similar mechanism and/or differences in depth of partial 
melting (Mac 3regor 1965). The melt generated at high 
pressure contains greater abundance of TiOj than melt genera-
ted at low pressure. Therefore, the high TiOj concentration 
in these rocks suggest a deeper source for their generation. 
The K-0 concentrates in liquid phase during partial melting 
or fractional crystallization. Qast (1968) proposed that 
K is rapidly released to the earliest formed melt, so that 
large degree of melting results In a dilution of its concen-
tration. Therefore, high concentration of K in these rocks 
may be due to a low degree of partial melting. 
Pauri intrusives show a close affinity with ocean 
Island dlkali basalt. The isolated volcanic islands on the 
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ocean surface are considered to have been resulted from 
rising plumes (hot spots) In the upper mantle. According 
to this model small mantle plumes undergo adiabatlc melting 
as they rise to the base of lithosphere and ocean islands 
are produced from plume derived magma. Several mechanism 
have been suggested for the origin of ocean island magmas 
viz. (1) Fractional crystalllasatlon of rise tholeilte 
magma involving upward movement of i alkali elements by 
gaseous transfer (11) wall rock reaction of ridge tholeilte 
magma. (ill) Fractional crystallization of ridge theoleiite 
magma at depth > 35 km. and (Iv) partial melting of an 
undepleted mantle source. 
However various lines of evidence do not favour the 
first three mechanism, for example, experimental petrolo-
87 86 gical data, Sr /Sr ratios, thermal model calculations 
and trace element distribution. (Condle 1982)• The fourth 
mechanism, according to which the ocean Island basalts are 
derived by partial melting of a perldotite mantle source, 
less depleted than the mantle source from which the ridge 
tholelttes are drived, is consistent with most existing 
data (Hart and Brooks 1981). This model suggest that 
melting should occur at great depth and smaller amount of 
magma should reach the earth surface. The high TiO- and 
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KjO content of Pauri Intrusives as discussed above suggest 
a deep source and low degree of partial rnelting for their 
parent magma. 
Though Paurl Intrusives have close affinity with 
ocean Island alkali basalt* they can hardly be considered 
as ocean Island because of their small size and other 
geological features. The Chamoll basalts and other lesser 
Himalayan basalts though have a close affinity with ocean 
ridge tholellte* they have not been considered as true 
ocean ridge basalts. (Raza 1981, aiat 1984). However^ 
they are considered as tholelltes with ocean ridge affinity, 
erupted as a result of Initial rifting In the Proto-Tethys 
which at that time was an Intercontinental sea. (Raza 1981). 
This suggest that In the lesser Himalayan region the pro-
cesses, generally responsible for the formation of new 
oceanic crust were operative. As a result ocean ridge type 
tholelltes were produced to form Chamoll volcanlcs and other 
similar basalts of Himalayas and ocean Island type alkali 
magma was generated to produce Paurl Intrusives. 
The chemical c(»nparlson of Paurl Intrusives with 
Chamoll volcanlcs has been discussed In Chapter IV and V. 
Among the major elements, as discussed earlier, Tio., '<-0, 
and Pj^s concentrations of Paurl intrusives are considerably 
higher than that of Chamoll volcanlcs. It Is believed that 
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the high TlOg and high KgO contents of Pauri intrusives, are 
probably due to the result of low amount of partial melting 
at high pressure, which produced the melt enriched in these 
elements (Chapter IV), The distinct TiOj content of Pauri 
intzrusives and caiamoll volcanics may be considered to have 
been caused by two possible processes. Firstly, these two 
groups of rocks evolved from a single source in which magma 
was generated initially at shallow depth for Chamoli volcanics 
and then progressed through time to deeper levels for Pauri 
intrusives with the amount of partial melting decreasing. 
Second |bossibility# may be their generation from two separate 
sources. The second possibility may be considered as more 
suitable because in most of the variation diagrams (Figs. 4,7, 
9,10,12,13,14 and 15) the trends shown by Pauri intrusives 
do not coincide with those of Chamoli volcanics. However, 
parallel trends shown by these two groups suggest that, 
though they have been resulted from different sources but 
they experienced almost similar crystallization sequence. 
It is also believed that TIOA, K-O and P^^S ®^® 
generally enriched in ocean island basalts than oceanic 
ridge basalts and ocean floor basalts of the area (Condie 
1982). The Ti02# K^O and PjO^ content of Pauri intrusives 
appear significantly higher than those of Chamoli volcanics, 
which shows ocean ridge basalt affinity. 
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It is therefore concluded, that Pauri intrusives are 
of alkaline nature, having a close affinity with ocean 
island alkali basalts. The magma for these intrusions, was 
generated at great depth with a low degree of partial melt-
ing. The processes, responsible for the formation of new 
oceanic cirust, were operative at the time of Pauri intru-
sions, in the Himalayan region. The same processes were 
responsible for the generation of ocean ridge type tholeiites 
of Chamoli volcanica and ocean island alkali basalt for 
Pauri intrusions. The Chamoli volcanics of Qarhwal group 
and Pauri intrusives appear to have been produced from two 
different magma sources and probably experienced almost 
similar crystallization sequence. 
Chapter VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Paurl phylllte belonging to chandpur Formation of 
Dudatoli Group* is characterized by some basic igneous 
intrusions occurring in form of pinching sills* that 
represent an igneous activity older than Chamoli volcanism 
of ordovicianoSilurian age, Alongwith the sediments, these 
intrusives have been folded, faulted and metamorphosed into 
greenschist facies« 
Microscopic examination of these intrusions do not 
show any considerable raineralogical and textural variation. 
The mineralogy is . dominated by augite/aegirine-augite, 
plagioclase and riepheline while Olrine is present in some 
of the rock samples. Chlorite and epidote occur as secondary 
minerals, Mineralogical as well as chemical characteristics 
of these rocks suggest an undersaturated alkaline nature 
of these rocks, ISioughjthese intrusives have been altered 
and have acquired secondary mineral assemblage* the relict 
magmatic textures are characteristically well preserved. 
The primary textures include porphyritic and ophitic to 
sub-ophitic textures. 
Chemical criteria including various variation 
diagrams and the relationship and abundances of major* 
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inBnobile« minor and trace el^iwnts of petrognnic signifi-
cance suggest that Pauri intrusives were derived from an 
underaaturated alkaline magma* generated at great depth 
with a high pressure and a low degree of partial melting. 
Though these rocks are metamori^osed in greenschist 
facieSf they are not affected by spilitization. Petr-aogy 
of these rocks also support the primary high content of 
K^O, The behaviour of different ferro-F*agnesian minexais 
like MgO, Co# Ni and cr d®nonstrate that olivine,might 
have fractioned during the emplacement of the magma. 
The geochemical characteristics of these rocks 
suggest their ocean island basalt affinity. Besides TiO^ -
KjO • ^2^5' '^ *^^ 2 " ^^^2' *"*^  ''*^ 2^ * ^^^ " ^2^5 variation 
diagr«n8« the normative ccmiposition of these intrusives 
also support their close affinity with oceoi island alkali 
basalts. Thought these intrusives appear as alkaline 
basalts* most of their samples have hypersthene and 
olivine in their norms and this Is a charactejcistic feature 
of tholeiites (Yoder and Tilley 1962). Miyashro (1978) 
referred the alkaline rocks having hypersthene and oi: ire 
in their norms as 'coombs trend basalts*. He (ibid) also 
observed that such rocks are very common in ocean islands. 
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High TIO2 ^^^^^^^ have been reported from Slkklm 
Himalayas (Slnha Roy and Pumes 1974). These authors 
have come to the conclusion that Sikkim basalts were 
enpted at the time of Initial rifting of the northern 
continental margin of Indian plate, TiO- - K-O - ^2^5 
variation diagram and fi» value of Pauri Intrusives 
indicate the existance of a transitional type of crust 
at the time of intrusion. Probably, Pauri intrusions 
too, were emplaced as a result of rifting in Prototethys, 
which at that time, was an intercontinental sea. With 
the development of this rift ^ethys, latter appeared as 
an ocean. 
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TABLE 3 I Range of variation & average oxide 
(weight per cent) of Pauri Intrusives 
T 
f Oxides R a n g e Minimum Maximum 
T 
Average 
SiOj 
TiOj 
AI2O3 
^«2°3 
FeO 
MgO 
CaO 
NajO 
KjO 
^2^5 
MnO 
H2O+ 
44.34 
3,45 
11.33 
1.83 
7.23 
5.23 
6.53 
2.20 
1.80 
0.51 
0.12 
0.70 
50.38 
4.81 
15.66 
5.05 
9.80 
8.18 
9.35 
4.10 
4.09 
0.88 
0.32 
2.67 
47.68 
4.17 
13.40 
3.12 
8.47 
6.56 
7.74 
3.33 
2.38 
0.66 
0.26 
1.26 
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TABLE 4 I Distribution of various Trace elements 
(ppm) and element ratios of Pauri 
Intrusives. 
Sample 
No. 
X 
X x 
N2 
X 
X 
I 
M5 
X 
X 
X 
M6 
X 
X x 
M8 
X 
X X 
P6 
Co 
Cr 
Cu 
Ni 
V 
Ga 
Rb 
Sr 
Cr/Ni 
Ni/Co 
K/ftb 
K/Sr 
Rb/sr 
12 
39 
5 
11 
62 
12 
26 
780 
3.54 
0.92 
035 
27.82 
0.03 
20 
30 
15 
10 
50 
18 
12 
650 
3.00 
0,50 
1241 
22.92 
0.02 
18 
10 
30 
8 
70 
25 
15 
880 
1.25 
0.44 
1093 
18.64 
0.02 
12 
62 
5 
18 
50 
21 
21 
800 
3.44 
1.50 
948 
24.88 
0.03 
22 
20 
15 
10 
60 
16 
17 
890 
2.00 
0.45 
1029 
19.66 
0.02 
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TABLE 5 I Range of Variation & average trace 
elements (In ppia) of Paurl Intruslves 
X 1 
Y R a n g e Y 
Traces € y 0 Average 
6 Minimum 6 Maximum t 
Co 12 22 17 
Cr 
Cu 
Ni 
V 
Oa 
Rb 
Sr 
10 
5 
8 
50 
12 
12 
650 
62 
30 
18 
70 
25 
26 
890 
32 
14 
11 
59 
19 
18 
740 
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TABLE 6 t Average major (weight per c«nt) end trace 
element contents (ppm) of Paurl tntr-r^lvcs 
and other Basalt ic provinces of Hlm^l^ya. 
S102 
TiOj 
AI2O3 
'^2^3 
FcC 
MgC 
CaC 
Ka-O 
K^C 
Vs 
MnO 
H^ O"*" 
CO 
Cr 
Ou 
;• 1 
V 
Hb 
*?r 
Ta 
X , H 
X ^ )( 
47.68 
4.17 
13.40 
3.12 
8.47 
6.56 
7.74 
3.33 
2.38 
0.66 
0.26 
1.26 
17 
32 
14 
11 
59 
18 
740 
19 
1 « \ 
50.51 
1.11 
13.61 
3.07 
8.01 
8.55 
6.89 
4.49 
1.02 
0.42 
0.21 
1.55 
29 
34 
398 
19 
270 
34 
311 
11 
: ^ 1 
50.89 
1.00 
14.75 
2.17 
8.75 
8.92 
5.40 
4.64 
1.14 
0.36 
0.13 
-
22 
170 
56 
168 
263 
tm 
-
14 
1 D 
53.21 
1.14 
14.28 
2.17 
8.06 
6.97 
3.02 
3,50 
2.03 
0.02 
0.31 
4.38 
-
-
-
-
-
-
•» 
«» 
51.19 
1.74 
14.38 
1.77 
8.85 
5.44 
9.57 
3.39 
1.17 
0.20 
0.13 
2.14 
15 
60 
197 
33 
378 
76 
173 
10 
T f 
47.77 
6.25 
10.94 
1.39 
^.1 
7.07 
5.8 
0.35 
5.35 
2.17 
0.14 
2.53 
44 
203 
33 
«• 
444 
85 
1460 
•• 
T . 
I " 
S! . -'" 
1.95 
14.94 
• 
12. ^ * 
^.45 
^.M 
l.M 
0.6rt 
0.35 
0.16 
-
33 
73 
56 
107 
-
303 
330 
•» 
A - Pfiuri Intrusive* (Present stvidy) 
9 - ChF»moll Volcanlcs (Race 1981) 
C - ahowall Volcanlcs (Olvakara Reo et • ! 1974) 
D - Mandi Volcanlcs (Patwardhan end ehendarl 1974) 
E - Panjal Traps (Bhat 1979) 
f' - )A.sic Volcanlcs of Slkkla Hl««ley«« (81nh« Boy & 
rumes 1978) 
; - Abor Volcanlcs (Bhat 1984) 
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TABLE 7 t Average chemical conposltlon of Paurl 
Zntrusives conqpared with other basalts 
of the World. 
SiOj 
Ti02 
AI2O3 
FejOj 
X 
If, 
A 
47.68 
4.17 
13.40 
3.12 
1 
X 
)( 
B 
47.74 
3.37 
14.13 
1.43 
X C 
50.61 
1.91 
13.58 
3.19 
X 
X 
D 
45.78 
2.63 
14.65 
3.16 
X 
Hi 
E 
49.40 
2.40 
14.40 
3.30 
FeO 8.47 10.19 9.92 8.73 8.20 
MgO 6.56 9.74 5.46 10.74 10.50 
CaO 7.74 7.32 9.45 9.39 7.80 
2.60 2.63 2.20 
0.72 0.95 0.45 
0.39 
0.16 - 0.82 
2.13 0.76 0.82 
A • Average Paurl intruslves (Present study) 
B • Average Karanpura dykes (Rasa & Akhunji 1981) 
C » Average Deccan Basalt (Washington 1922) 
O « Average alkali basalt (Nockolds 1954) 
E « Average oceanic tholeiite (Manson 1967) 
1*20 
KjO 
^2^5 
MnO 
HjO^ 
3.33 
2.38 
0.66 
0.26 
1.26 
2.80 
0.50 
0.50 
0.31 
1.40 
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